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A b s t r a c t .  We describe a multi-layered behavior based agent architec- 
ture which has been applied to the RoboCup domain. Upper layers are 
used to control the activation and priority of behaviors in layers below, 
and only the lowest layer interacts directly with the server. The layered 
approach seems to simplify behavior management. In particular it pro- 
vides an approach for implementing high level strategic behavior in the 
soccer agents. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

To be successful in a complex, dynamic domain such as RoboCup [4] an agent 
must be able to combine fast reactions with strategic decision making. A promis- 
ing architecture aiming to combine these properties is the behavior based ap- 
proach advocated by Brooks [2], Maes [5] and others. This type of system allows 
complex behavior to emerge from the interactions between simple behaviors and 
their environment. 

There are many important  claims made about behavior based systems, in- 
cluding their robustness, their adaptability, their ability to handle complex, dy- 
namic domains and their extendibility. Little work has been done on using behav- 
ior based systems for complex tasks where strategic planning seems necessary. 

In this extended abstract, we describe a system using a layered architec- 
ture based on the behavior based modelJ  This system has been applied to the 
RoboCup domain. Each layer of the architecture consists of an asynchronous, 
independent behavior based system. Layers are increasingly abstract  further up 
the hierarchy: the lowest layer of the system interacts directly with the world 
while higher layers have their effect by dynamically setting the behaviors in 
the level below? The architecture provides an approach to performing strategic 
planning within the behavior based paradigm. 

1 Blumberg [1] also proposes a multi-layered architecture. 
2 Firby [3] similarly describes the use of his RAP system for controlling low-level 

continuous processes by turning them on and off as is required to achieve specified 
high-level goals. 
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Fig. 1. Layer Model 

2.1 Overview 

The system is made up of a number of architecturally identical layers with each 
layer, as shown in Figure 1, consisting of: a number of generic behaviors, with 
their associated world information; a set of active behaviors; and three controlling 
processes. The control processes are action selection, behavior instantiation and 
information extraction. The set of active behaviors changes dynamically over the 
life of the player but the generic behaviors are fixed. 

A behavior is a small, functional control unit that performs a particular 
action. A group of behaviors interact together and with the world to achieve a 
strategy, or complex style of play. In our design a behavior is created dynamically, 
via instantiation, from a generic behavior and a parameter component. Each 
behavior acts asynchronously and independently of other behaviors in a layer. 
Only the command from the controlling behavior, i.e. the behavior chosen by 
the action selection process, on each layer is executed by the system. 

Action selection cycles through the current active behavior set to determine 
the 'best' behavior. Each behavior consults its associated current world infor- 
mation to determine its own applicability. The action selection process combines 
the applicability factor with the persistence and priority value of each behavior 
in order to determine the 'best' behavior. The priority is set by the layer above 
when a behavior is instantiated. The persistence value is calculated by the action 
selection mechanism as a means of reducing oscillations between behaviors. The 
action selection process then obtains a command from the selected behavior and 
executes that command, either by sending a message to the RoboCup server, in 
the case of the lowest layer, or by sending a command to the next layer down, 
in the case of upper layers. 

Each generic behavior has associated with it some relevant information about 
its environment. There is no central, complete or symbolic description of the 
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world. The information extraction process, working asynchronously to the other 
processes, takes incoming percepts, extracts relevant information for each generic 
behavior's world information (performing some simple consistency checking to 
ensure the reliability of the stored data), then passes the information up to 
the next level. The  information extraction process is t ransparent  to the action 
selection and behavior instantiation processes. 

The behavior instantiation process receives a command from the layer above 
indicating a new set of behaviors, with associated priorities and parameters,  
that  should be made active. Once the action selection process has completed 
choosing an action the behavior instantiation process destroys the current active 
behavior set then combines generic behaviors with parameters to create a new 
active behavior set. The  active behaviors in the topmost layer are constant for 
the life of the agent. 

2.2 Generic  and Parameter i sed  Behaviors  

A behavior in the architecture is made up of two parts: a generic behavioral part,  
which implements the functionality of the behavior, and a parameter  component. 
The generic part  of a behavior is created once and exists for the life of the agent 
but  parameters and the resulting overall behavior are created dynamically as 
required. We refer to the process of creating a behavior from a generic behavior 
and a parameter as instantiation. 

A generic behavior implements two functions - a control function, for issuing 
a command, and an applicability function through which the behavior indicates 
its applicability in light of the current perceived state of the world. A generic 
behavior is designed to control a very specific action without regard to any other 
actions the agent may be involved with. The narrow focus of a behavior allows 
a designer to develop small, fast implementations. 

Each generic behavior has associated with it some simple information about 
the world which has been extracted from the incoming percepts. Each generic 
behavior maintains only the specific information it requires - no complete or 
symbolic representation of the world is kept. Information for higher level be- 
haviors is at a more abstract level than for low level behaviors. For example 
de]end, an upper level behavior, may record that the ball is in the back half of 
the ground while move-to-ball, a lower level behavior, may record that  the ball 
is 45 degrees to the left. 

The use of parameters  means that  the same generic behavioral code can 
be used many times with varying effects. One generic behavior may be part  of 
several behaviors simultaneously, each using different parameters,  as is shown in 
the figure. 

A behavior issues commands and calculates its own applicability without 
regard to the applicability or priority of other behaviors in the system. It is 
the designer's responsibility to ensure that  the resulting interactions between 
behaviors are such that  the required overall behavior emerges. 
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Implemented low level generic behaviors include pass and move-to. At the 
next highest layer are behaviors such as chaser and forward. At an even higher 
level of abstraction are kick-off and normal-play. 

2.3 Choos ing  the  Best  Behavior  

The behavior chosen to be the controlling behavior at any particular level, i.e. 
the behavior whose command will be executed, is the behavior for which the 
sum of applicability, priority and persistence is the highest. By manipulating 
these three factors the designer can set up situations, with a relatively small 
number of simple behaviors, where a wide range of different complex behaviors 
will emerge. 

A fundamental idea behind a behavior based system is that  behaviors will be 
more or less active depending on the state of the world. In our architecture this 
'activation' or 'excitation' is represented by the applicability value. The behavior 
consults its relevant world information to determine its own applicability factor. 
The applicability of a behavior is simply a numerical value and will vary as the 
world changes. For example a move-to-ball behavior may have a high applica- 
bility when the ball is in view but a low applicability when the balls position is 
unknown. 

Priorities are the mechanism the designer uses to control the overall behav- 
ior of the system. A priority is a property of an instantiated behavior that  is 
constant for the life of that  behavior. A player can be made to prefer attacking 
down the left by increasing the priority of that  behavior at design time, but it 
may still at tack down the right if this happens to be a significantly bet ter  option 
in a specific situation. For example, when chosen for execution the upper level 
behavior normal-play could instantiate the behavior attack-down-le~ with a pri- 
ority value of 6 and the behavior attack-down-right with a priority value of 4. 
The values used for the priorities are chosen at design time. In this example the 
resulting behavior is to prefer attacking down the left whenever the normal-play 
behavior is active. 

Persistence implements the architecture's commitment factor, by reinforcing 
the previously chosen behavior. Persistence is generally a comparatively small 
factor which only comes into play when the applicability plus priority of two or 
more behaviors is similar. In this case the persistence factor helps to stabilize 
the system and reduce oscillations between behaviors. 

For example, if the system is finely balanced in its choice between two be- 
haviors it may oscillate between the two - e.g. when there are similar numbers 
of players at each end of the ground a player may oscillate between attack and 
defend. The use of persistence helps reduce such oscillations 3. 

Many behavior based systems use some form of suppression or inhibition 
of behaviors by other behaviors as another method of control. We do not use 
inhibition in the current implementation because we have not found it necessary. 

3 However problems processing incoming information means that rapid, unwanted 
switching between behaviors still occurs. 
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2.4 C o m m a n d s  

High level behaviors issue messages to the next lower layer describing the low 
level behaviors required to achieve the high level behaviors strategy. For example 
a high level attack-down-wing behavior might request low level behaviors move- 
to-the-bail, move-to-the-wing, pass-to-wing and kick-goal be set, with appropriate 
priorities, in order to achieve its goal. 

Behaviors at the lowest level of the system act directly on the environment. 
In the RoboCup domain a low-level command consists of sending a ASCII string 
down a socket to the RoboCup server but in other domains the command may 
alter the power to an electrical motor or draw to a screen. 

3 Multi Layer Design 

Our layered model effectively modularises the behavior based architecture and 
provides a behavior management system without compromising the conceptual 
framework. The layered model seems to simplify the task of managing the in- 
teractions between behaviors because a designer only ever has to handle a small 
number of behaviors at once. 

The idea is that each layer is more abstract than the layer below and acts 
asynchronously and independently with respect to other layers. Behaviors in 
higher layers achieve higher level strategies by specifying the lower level behav- 
iors required to implement that strategy. All layers are architecturally identical 
except in the form of their input and output. A consequence of having asyn- 
chronous layers is that layers can be run at different priorities, i.e. lower layers 
can have high priority in order to ensure quick reactions while higher layers can 
have lower priority as the most appropriate strategy will not change rapidly. 

3.1 Abstraction 

The layers provide the designer with an abstraction mechanism to make the 
design of complex behaviors easier. Abstraction in this architecture is in the 
level of the behavior description. Behaviors in low levels are simple atomic actions 
such as kick while as we move up the layers more abstract behaviors, such as 
attack-down-the-wing, are specified. This type of abstraction is intuitive and 
allows a natural design process: a simple agent can be developed and higher 
level strategies built on top later. This type of development would appear to be 
especially useful in complex domains because the strategies required may not be 
obvious until late in development. 

3.2 Behavior Management  

At first inspection it may seem as though this system differs conceptually from 
the standard behavior based ideas because only a small number of behaviors 
are active at once, however the layering system can be thought of as imposing 
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a dynamic priority system on all possible behaviors. Behaviors that  are not 
currently active have been effectively inhibited, while active ones are at varying 
levels of excitation. 

Minimizing the number of behaviors in a behavior based system simplifies 
t h e  development of a priority system between the behaviors that  implement 
the required complex behavior. However as the number of behaviors increases, 
prioritizing behaviors becomes more complex. Our layered model alleviates this 
problem because only a few behaviors are active at any one time. The problem 
of creating a priority system among a large number of behaviors is reduced to 
creating many priority systems each between only a few behaviors. However, even 
with a reduced number of behaviors, and hence interactions, finding appropriate 
combinations of behaviors is not a trivial task. 

4 R e s u l t s  

4.1 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

The system was initially implemented in C + +  under Solaris. Threads were used 
to create asynchronous layers. The processing of input perceptions was also han- 
dled by a separate thread. For RoboCup '97 the system was ported to Java. 

Object orientated techniques were used to allow for significant code reuse. 
Inheritance, abstract base classes and function overloading techniques were used 
to create hierarchies of generic behaviors. Action selection and behavior instan- 
tiation processes at each layer are instances of the same class. Behaviors were 
implemented as a pointer to a generic behavior class, a pointer to a base param- 
eter class and a priority value. 

4 . 2  O b s e r v a t i o n s  

A team of eleven homogenous players competed at RoboCup '97 with a record 
of one win and two losses. Agents in the team had three layers of behaviors. At 
any one time there was up to five behaviors active at  any layer. 

Some key features of the team were : 

- Players in the team were usually able to  respond to situations even when 
behaviors had not been designed to handle the specific situation. However 
there were some situations where the emergent behavior was not desirable, 
most notably the taking of a free-kick from the sideline which usually resulted 
in the player kicking the ball straight back out 4. 

- The players are fast enough to decide on an action every time an action 
could be sent to the server. 

- Slightly different combinations of behaviors provided different levels of team 
structure, varying from chaotic to reasonable organization. 

4 This emergent behavior has been attributed to the tow-level kick behavior not being 
sufficiently intelligent to move around the ball before kicking, hence the result that 
often the ball would be kicked back out. 
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- Although the behavior-based approached ideally does not maintain a model 
of the world we found it necessary to maintain world information, and reason 
about this information, in order to successfully implement some behaviors. 
Creating and maintaining a reasonable model of the world caused many, 
unresolved, conceptual and technical problems 5 which severely reduced the 
effectiveness of some behaviors. Behaviors relying on abstracted information, 
such as spread-out, were especially affected. 

4.3  T h e  D e v e l o p m e n t  P r o c e s s  

The design and development of an agent was surprisingly straightforward once 
the skeleton of the architecture had been implemented. 

Of particular interest with regard to the design process are the following : 

- As we hoped when designing the architecture, the system was able to be 
built up piece by piece without having to make substantial changes to other 
parts of the system. 

- The behavioral abstraction proved to be a very useful tool for designing the 
system. 

- As there were never more than five behaviors active on a level at any time, 
finding appropriate priority values that resulted in the required complex 
behavior could usually be done with a reasonably small amount of trial and 
error experimentation. However, finding appropriate applicability functions 
and effective combinations of behaviors proved to be quite difficult. 

- We could make abstract changes to the system very simply. For example, 
making the team more attacking simply required increasing the priority of 
the high level attack behavior. 

4 .4  S u g g e s t e d  E n h a n c e m e n t s  

There are many areas where we think it would be interesting to do further work. 
These include: 

- More experimentation with the priority values, including how they are set, 
how they are used, (i.e. how they are combined with applicability and per- 
sistence) and what appropriate values are. 

- A real problem with the players was oscillations between behaviors when 
information indicated that  more than one behavior was applicable. This 
may be improved by better information processing or improvement of the 
persistence mechanism. 

- Although players at tempted to pass to one another as part  of some larger 
strategy, these passes were rarely successful. The problem seemed to be with 
handling uncertain information, coming at a slow percept rate, about a fast 
moving object. To improve player's skills would require a significant improve- 
ment in the processing of incoming information. 

5 Some of which have been addressed in [8] 
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- The current action selection mechanism selects one behavior and ignores all 
other behaviors~ even though there may be other behaviors tha t  are reason- 
ably active. Improved overall behavior may be achieved by allowing behaviors 
tha t  are active, but  not selected, to influence the resulting overall behavior 
in some way in order to create compromise solutions. 
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